Once you finished the head, stuff it nice and firm. Your head should look like this. Using
three pins, pin them on R12 (leave two sc between each pin). I have used different colors for
easier following of this tutorial.

Thread the long darning needle with same color yarn, tie big knot on one end and starting
from the bottom of the head opening, push the needle up through the stitch where blue color
pin has been pinned.
Pull the yarn all the way through the stitch and pull a little (so the know wraps inside the
stuffing).

Insert the needle to where red pin is pinned, and push the needle through the head all the way
to the bottom head opening.
Pull the yearn through and pull a little, looking and paying attention on how the peak for our
nose is beginning to form.

Now push the needle up again, through the stuffing to where red pin was pinned (I have
placed red pin again, for better understanding).
Pull the yarn through and again pull slightly.

Skip next two stitches, and push the needle through stitch with yellow pin on. Push the needle
through the stuffing to the bottom head opening gain, and pull again, so the peak of our nose
will be created completely.

To finish, tie a knot with the needle and thread inside the stuffing. Cut the thread short. Add
some more stuffing if needed.
This is how your head should look now.

At the peak we have created the nose will be added.
With brown or black yarn or thread and darning needle, make a knot on one side of the yarn,
and from the bottom head opening, push the needle towards the peak. Use three stitches to
create the wider nose part (upper side) and one stitch on the bottom.
Here is the photo on how it should look at start.

Fill the gaps with black or brown yarn inside these three stitches.
You can add mouth with one line downwards, or two lines from the bottom of the nose to
sides.
Here is what I have made. Nose is finished (one little line of thread I added on the bottom of
the nose to create a mouth looking opening).
Black pins added for eyes (will embroider eyes later).

